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THE POWER OF NANOTECHNOLOGY
US National Institutes of Health (NIH), CDC, UCLA and Princeton
University scientists, found that coronavirus could still be detected and
remained stable in four hours on copper, 24 hours in cardboard and up
to three days on plastic and stainless steel surfaces.
At nanoscale the copper/silver particle's surface area increases by
multifold and gains powerful new properties to instantly kill viruses and
bacteria.
Coronacoat combines nanoparticles with advanced polymers to
deactivate the virus and maintain the fuction over atleast 90 days.The
nanoparticles embedded in the polymer will enable controlled release of
metal ions onto the coated surface. Corona Coat has a lasting effect
because the release of ions is extremely slow, the coating can be
effective for a long period of time – weeks and even months, and it will
reduce the infectivity of the virus particles by more than 10-fold.

For complete scientific references please visit
https://www.biohygiene.in/nanocopper
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The current coronavirus is transmitted not only through
droplet spray but also via various surfaces that can convey the
virus from one person to another. Furthermore, research
shows that the virus remains viable on various surfaces for
extended periods of time, of days and even longer. Therefore,
there is a clear need for durable anti-viral coatings that can be
sprayed or painted on surfaces, just like paint or varnish, and
that will prevent viral transmission,” said Prof. Angel Porgador
from the Department of Microbiology, Immunology and
Genetics at Ben-Gurion University and the National Institute
of Biotechnology in the Negev, Israel
Corona Coat has a lasting effect because the release of ions is
extremely slow, the coating can be effective for a long period
of time – weeks and even months, and it will reduce the
From : NABL Lab Report
infectivity of the virus particles by more than 10-fold

BIOHYGIENE
TARGET PROTECTION AREAS
Surfaces can include handles, buttons, railways, cars or any
other public / interior surface that poses increased danger, in
particular , places with a high concentration of traffic.
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CORONACOAT
MIST SPRAY 100 ML
Disinfects and leaves longlasting layer of
protection
Shake the bottle & spray about 10 cms
from target surface ( Pre-cleaning of
target surface is required )
Spray evenly and let it dry for 30 mins.
Use facemask and eyeglasses during
spray. Keep away from Children

CORONACOAT
LIQUID 1000 ML
Disinfects and leaves longlasting layer of
protection
Shake the bottle & spray about 10 cms
from target surface ( Pre-cleaning of
target surface is required )
Spray evenly and let it dry for 30 mins.
Use facemask and eyeglasses during
spray. Keep away from children.

LONGLASTING ANTIVIRAL ANTIBACTERIAL ANTIMOLD

CORONACOAT
CERTIFICATIONS
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ESSENTIALS FOR FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19
DISINFECTION COATING
CORONACOAT 100ml
CORONACOAT 1L

DISINFECTION SPRAYS
( SKIN FRIENDLY )
DISINFECTANT SPRAY 1L
DISINFECTANT SPRAY 5L
Disinfection Spray is based on QAC and
nanocopper. Dilution in water is 100X for
end use.

HAND SANITIZER
HAND SANITIZER 250 ml ( with fliptop cap)
HAND SANITIZER 500 ml ( with lotion pump)
HAND SANITIZER GEL 250 ml ( with fliptop cap)
HAND SANITIZER GEL 500 ml ( with lotion pump)
HAND SANITZER 5L
HAND SANITZER GEL 5L
All handsanitzers are based on min 72% Alcohol as
per WHO guidelines

VEGGIE WASH CONCENTRATE

HANDWASH CONCENTRATE

VEGGIE PURE 0.5L
VEGGIE PURE 1 L
VEGGIE PURE 5 L
Dilution in water is 50X for end use.

HAND WASH 250 ml ( With fliptop cap)
HAND WASH 500 ml ( With Lotion pump )
HAND WASH 5L
Handwash is available in three fragrances

Veggiepure and Handwash are certified biodegradable as per European standard OECD 301B

SGIPL is a specialty chemicals company dedicated to green cleaning and reducing
negative impact on environment through lowering usage of harsh chemicals and
reducing consumption of water .
DISCLAIMER
The information & data contained herein are given after testing under standard conditions. We
recommend that before using our products, the customer should make his/her own tests to
determine the suitability of the products for his/her own purpose under his/her operating
conditions. As the circumstances at the user end, under which our products are stored, handled
and used are beyond our control, we cannot assume any responsibility for their use by the
customers. The process of application and storage also needs to be ensured by the user to
ensure uniform results.
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